LIBRARY

The World’s Knowledge Marketplace On Demand

A subscription to GLG Library gives you access to thousands of teleconference
transcripts and webcast replays from events led by our global subject-matter experts.
New transcripts on timely topics and market activity are added daily.
Support Your Research, Diligence, and
Growth with Insights Into:

GLG Library Features Offer You Quick, OnDemand Access Across Mobile and Desktop

Credit Investing
• High yield and distressed coverage
• Leveraged loan analyses
• Legal and regulatory overviews

Search
Find content by keyword, ticker, topic, region,
and/or industry.

Private Equity
• Deal-focused teleconferences
• Competitive landscape overviews
• Private Equity-focused skill development

Share
Easily share transcripts with colleagues via email.
Download
Download transcripts and webinars to read or
view offline.

Equity Investing
• Post-earnings updates
• IPO analyses
• Topical event-driven programming

Access Anywhere
Access transcripts and webcasts on your phone to
learn on the go.

Business Development
• Sector- and topic-specific overviews
• Industry trends and insights

The GLG Library has:

Professional Development
• Industry fundamentals and best practices
• Technical skill development
• Soft skills training

8,000+ Unique webcasts and transcripts
150+	
New event transcripts and webcasts
added per month

The World’s Knowledge Marketplace
GLG’s network includes more than 700,000 experts worldwide. Our global team works with you to identify and recruit
the professionals who can add the most sophisticated insights to your research.
Growing Expertise
Our global team hand-selects and
adds more than 200 new expert
professionals to our network per d
ay on average.

Precise Matches
We combine the human insight of
our team with an artificial intelligence
(AI)-driven matching platform to find
the right people.

Highest Standards
Our unparalleled Compliance
Framework allows clients to engage
with experts through a trusted
platform, supported by dedicated
tools, thoughtful protocols, and
trained professionals.

GLG’s Full Suite of Services That Connect You to
The World’s Knowledge Marketplace Include:

GLG Consultations

GLG Events

GLG Library

GLG Consultations connect you with
an expert in a specific topic, business,
or industry for a call or an in-person
or video meeting.

GLG Events offer real-time
engagements, from teleconferences
and remote or in-person roundtables
that respond to shifting market
dynamics to custom workshops and
focus groups.

A subscription to GLG Library gives
you access to thousands of
teleconference transcripts and
webcast replays from events led by
our global subject-matter experts.

GLG Placements

GLG Projects

GLG Surveys

GLG Placements bring C-suite
professionals to you so you can
quickly get your team up to speed.

GLG Projects engage our experts
for longer-term and more in-depth,
multi-mode consultations.

GLG Surveys help you meet your
research objectives by delivering a
full spectrum of insights, leveraging
the world’s most robust and diverse
source of first-hand B2B expertise.

Want to Know More?
We’d love to talk. Call us: +1 212 984 8500 Visit us: glginsights.com
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